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Doc's 3-Hour Free Dating Seminar

Have you ever gotten the cold shoulder from a woman and not known WHY?

Have you ever gotten shot down by a woman only to see her open up with a beaming smile when someone else
approaches her?

Have you ever been stricken by a paralyzing fear that keeps you from approaching women you would love to meet?

The biggest mistake men make is thinking attracting women is about WHAT you DO or SAY.

In fact, attraction is about HOW you do it and WHO you are. Real attraction is about projecting the right qualities so that
she is attracted to you BEFORE you even approach her.

This seminar puts the focus on BEING attractive; naturally, without pick-up lines, routines, or gimmicks.

You&rsquo;ll never run out of things to say when you know exactly HOW to talk to women in a way that keeps them
hooked and has them working to get YOUR attention.

Some of the things I will cover :

The biggest mistakes most guys make with women and why you've probably blown it BEFORE you've even tried talking
to her

Why you are probably ruining your chances of meeting the right person BEFORE you even leave the house.

The most common dating mistakes you are probably making right now with women and how to avoid them

What your first impression says about you

The 5 qualities that women find irresistible and can't help be attracted to
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3 steps to go from meeting her to dating her

How to make women approach you: The "shy guy's guide" to getting girls to talk to you, like you and want you

The 5 most important ingredients for creating &ldquo;the right chemistry&rdquo;

Powerful techniques for Overcoming fear and shyness

Sex secrets: Never-fail ways to satisfy a woman and get her coming back for more

The absolute BEST way to meet women WITHOUT going to bars and clubs

This Introductory seminar usually costs $ 200 but is being offered free for you as an introduction to the Full-Weekend
Transformational Workshops. Seating is limited, so please reserve a seat online, in a city near you.

And this is just the beginning! What you'll learn will not only make you irresistible to women, it will help you radiate
confidence in all life's encounters.

Dr. Amir Georges Sabongui, PhD, is known as Montreal&rsquo;s Dating Doctor and is a psychologist who has helped
thousands of people take charge of their dating lives. He has been featured on ABC, Citytv, CTV, The National Post,
and the "Passion" show to name just a few, and is the author of four books including The Dating Manual series for men.
He conducts corporate training workshops for Fortune 500 companies and is the co-founder and president of the
TrueLifeskills.com, committed to teaching people the real skills necessary to be successful in many of life's encounters.
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